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How to Select
The Right Financial Advisor

Why Should I Read This eBook?
Who is it for?

If you are like most people, you
may be cautious about whom to
trust and may be unsure exactly
how to go about ﬁnding and
selecting the right advisor.
In this eBook, we will help you
prepare by providing a blueprint for
how to select an advisor who is
right for you.

This eBook is intended for audiences in all life
stages and ﬁnancial situations—with speciﬁc
examples for diﬀerent circumstances.

What does it cover?

What selection criteria are important
What process to follow
What questions to ask and how to interpret the
answers

What doesn’t it cover?

This eBook is not intended to be a Personal Finance
101. It does not promote any speciﬁc advisor nor
provides investment advice.

You might also be interested in
“Financial Planning: DIY vs Professional?”
WiserAdvisor.com| All rights reserved
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Why Should I Read This eBook?

Top concerns
among consumers
considering
financial advice:

80% are concerned about fraud
they don’t know what questions to
71% say
ask and how to interpret the answers
67% worry they’ll be sold unnecessary products
feel uncomfortable talking with and evaluating
64% a professional due to lack of knowledge
55% say it’s hard to tell what is a sales pitch
53% fear there will be hidden fees
Retirementplanning poll of 967 consumers across all
life stages and demographic categories
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Why is Choosing the Right Advisor
So Important?

If you answered

“ to beat the market”,
you may want to
think again….

… Even the best
hedge fund managers
don’t regularly do that.
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Why is Choosing the Right Advisor
So Important?
A Good Financial Advisor Will…
1. Be competent, ethical, and objective: The right advisor
will have a solid track record and clean credentials. He or
she will put your interests ﬁrst and help you face ﬁnancial
questions dispassionately. These are prerequisites.
2. Push you not to procrastinate: Most of us don’t ever
create a ﬁnancial plan and/or don’t keep it updated. The
right advisor will help you stay on top of things.
3. Have experience with your specific needs: The right
advisor for you will have other clients like you. You want
to beneﬁt from the patterns and situations he or she has
faced with others (e.g. stock options, military, taxes).
4. Take the time to educate you: The right advisor should
always be responsive to your needs and make the time to
answer your questions. You may not have the time to
research all issues but your advisor should.
5. Identify risks in your portfolio that you might not see:
Am I too heavily invested in the US? Across all my funds,
what is my weighting in banks? Is too much cash a risk?

THE RIGHT Financial Advisor Will Also…
1. Press you to answer tough questions: What happens if
you lose your job? How will you take care of parents?
These issues are uncomfortable, but you want someone
who isn’t afraid to ask, and who can do so in a way that
makes you feel that they understand your situation.
2. Identify biases: We’re all biased, even if we don’t know it.
US investors tend to prefer US companies. People in the
tech industry tend to hold more tech stocks than they
should. The best advisors will help you spot risks.
3. Make up for your limitations: None of us know everything.
The right advisor would be one who can ﬁll your gaps.
4. Talk you through challenging times: Who can talk you
through the impact of losing a job, planning for the care of
aging parents, or ﬂuctuations in the stock market?
5. Help you communicate: Most spouses have diﬀerent risk
appetites, but may lack the framework to articulate it. A
great advisor gets you in synch.
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Financial Advisor Selection:

A Five-Step Process

1
2
3

Consider what you want

This is equivalent of putting together a job
requirement before making a hire. Selecting the right
advisor starts with a bit of self-reﬂection. Be honest
with yourself about why money matters to you and
what your goals are.

Educate yourself on what to look for

We’ll give you a blueprint to understand the Four E’s:
Education, Experience, Ethics, Earnings. This is where we
educate you on how to proﬁle each advisor along
parameters that are most applicable for your speciﬁc
ﬁnancial needs.

4
5

Look in multiple places for candidates

Most common sources are referrals from friends /family, yellow
pages, the internet, or social media. These are useful sources,
but they also contain noise, biases, and in the worst cases,
traps. Moreover, what may be right for your friend or family
may not be right for you. We’ll help you sift through the noise
and guide you to ﬁnd the one who ﬁts your needs and whom
you can trust.

Interview potential candidates
You want to control your meetings, be able to ask the
right questions, and know how to interpret the answers
you get. This eBook prepares you with a list of critical
questions and some of the common pitfalls you should
avoid. We strongly recommend that you meet with at
least 3 Advisors.

Evaluate which one(s) are the
best fit for you

Here we suggest a three pronged approach for you to do
a reasonable evaluation and selection of the right
ﬁnancial advisor. A) Good is not enough; it has to be the
‘Right’ advisor. Evaluate for the right chemistry; one who
challenges you and pushes you to do the right things. B)
Determine how well they can leverage their knowledge
and experience to match your particular needs, C) how
the advisor makes informed proposals and recommends
products to meet your speciﬁc ﬁnancial goals.
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Advisor Selection Step 1:

Consider What You Want
Four Key Questions to Ask Yourself
… and your answers may lead you
down very diﬀerent paths!
You see the ads on TV from big-name brands. You
hear about local advisors from friends and family.
But how can you tell which one(s) would be right
for you?
Finding answers to the four critical questions gives
you the necessary foundation for the advisor
selection process.

How Much Risk?

What Are
My Needs?

Where Am I
In Life?

Ready to Talk
About Money?
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Advisor Selection Step 1:

Consider What You Want

“

1

I liked that we did the
picking of investments together
and he cross-checked everything
for accuracy. Brian is flexible, is
more involved and does not have
a one glove fits all approach.

”

How comfortable
am I talking about money?
Prepare yourself to talk about money and make
sure that your better half is on-board. Get
comfortable about communicating goals, fears,
and desires. Be prepared to participate and
communicate.
For average users, with portfolio sizes of less than
$1 million, the mechanics of retirement planning
and investing are simple. What really makes the
diﬀerence is bringing objectivity and discipline to
the process.
Having honest and open communication with your
advisor will help you just achieve that.
WiserAdvisor.com| All rights reserved
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Advisor Selection Step 1:

Consider What You Want

2

“Former Advisor put our cash in a
cookie-cutter investment plan and we wanted to
find alternative options… We chose to work with Brian
because he had clients similar to our situation. “

Profile:

Susan is in her mid 60s, retired school teacher,
married, has grandkids and loves gardening and is
involved in her church community.

Portfolio Size:

$200K in 403(b) and $35K cash to invest

Where am I in Life?
The stage of life you are in: age, profession, number of years at
work, amount of money saved, years from retirement, kids in
college, etc.
Depending on your life stage, profession or amount of wealth, you
may seek a diﬀerent type of advisor. If your needs are transactional
(buy insurance/annuity), an insurance broker/advisor may be the
most cost eﬀective way. A personal ﬁnancial advisor would be a right
ﬁt for an average user whose retirement portfolio is under $1
million. If you have assets north of $5 Million, a private wealth
manager may be more appropriate for you.
If you are a small business owner (sole proprietorship, a limited
liability company or partnership) then a ﬁnancial advisor with small
business experience will be a better choice. Many advisors serve
speciﬁc niches such as: military personnel/veterans, doctors,
lawyers, or even Wall Street traders. The key is to understand and
relate to your speciﬁc ﬁnancial needs and build
expertise/experience in handling issues speciﬁc to that niche.
WiserAdvisor.com| All rights reserved
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Advisor Selection Step 1:

Consider What You Want

3

“I am hoping to retire soon and
wanted to get a portfolio review done as quickly
as possible. I chose John as he demonstrated that he
understood my situa ion and laid out a review plan that I
liked a lot. The strategic review was completed quickly
and thoroughly and I was very satisfied with his service.”

Profile:
Dorothy is in her late 50s, single, working as a paralegal
at a prominent Washington law ﬁrm. Her interests are
reading and international travel.

Portfolio Size:
$450K

What services do I need?
Do I need a Financial Advisor…or
am I seeking a lawyer, insurance
broker, or tax advisor?

Each one of us is unique and have varying ﬁnancial goals. List down
speciﬁc needs that you want to address: Retirement income, college
savings, elder care/planning, estate planning, tax planning. If your
primary driver is to beat the market and generate above-average
returns, say that upfront to your advisor.
Financial advisors are diﬀerent from lawyers, insurance
brokers/agents, or tax advisors. Lawyers may help with estate
planning; Tax advisors, likewise, may help you make smarter decisions
to manage your tax liability. But they are not investment professionals
who would advise you on the trade-oﬀs between risk vs return. In
general, while other professionals may have some relevant and useful
expertise in ﬁnancial matters, they are not experts who can advise you
on your overall ﬁnancial wellbeing. Usually, ﬁnancial advisors work in a
team and either have lawyers or CPAs on staﬀ or bring in outside
experts to address speciﬁc issues such as estate planning and tax
planning - all within the purview of holistic ﬁnancial planning.

Note: Specific life event(s) may define your immediate financial needs. Becoming a parent, marriage,
divorce, home ownership, job change/promotion, kids applying to college are some common triggers.
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Advisor Selection Step 1:

Consider What You Want

4

What’s my risk appetite?
Do I know? Can I explain it?

It’s not essential to know your risk appetite in order to
select an advisor in the ﬁrst place. A good advisor should
help you ﬁgure it out. But it is useful to have thought
about it and to be able to describe it, because it will help
you engage the prospective advisor in a dialog so you can
better evaluate who is right for you.

Wikipedia – click here
SEC – click here
Vanguard – click here

They’ll talk about diversiﬁcation and asset allocation,
aggressive vs. conservative, income vs. growth. Get to
know the language they use so you control the meeting
and don’t feel overwhelmed by jargon. Here are some
additional resources in case you need to dig deeper.
WiserAdvisor.com| All rights reserved
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Education

Ethics

THE 4 E’S

What to look for in your ﬁnancial advisor:

Experience

Earnings
WiserAdvisor.com| All rights reserved
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Education
What schools did the advisor go to? What professional certiﬁcations
does the advisor have? Although, attending good schools and having
multiple diplomas and certiﬁcations is no guarantee that he is the right
advisor for you, they provide evidence of intellectual and analytical
abilities, which are critical for success.
When searching for the right ﬁnancial advisor, it is important to know
the diﬀerent credentials and titles in the industry to be a better judge
of the advisor’s abilities. (A glossary of credentials, and titles and their
deﬁnitions is provided on our website). Here are a few of the most
common and important credentials in our view:
1. Certiﬁed Financial Planer CFP®
2. NAPFA Registered Financial Advisor (fee-only)
3. Certiﬁed Investment Management Analyst (CIMA)
4. Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC)
5. Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA)
6. Certiﬁed Public Accountant (CPA)
7. Personal Financial Specialist (PFS)

Recommendation:
The Securities and Exchange
Commission requires ﬁnancial advisors
to ﬁll out Part 1 and 2 of Form ADV.
http://www.sec.gov/answers/formadv.htm

This document provides information on
advisors’ credentials and business practices.
We recommend that you request Form ADV
and review the details.

Recommendation:
Check out over 100 diﬀerent
credentials so you know
what each one means using
the interactive guide here.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Experience

Number of years in the profession matters. The longer an
advisor has been in the business of providing ﬁnancial advice
the more exposure she or he has had to diﬀerent business
cycles and diﬀerent people.

At the same time, you may want to partner with an advisor
who will age along with you. We’ve listed some speciﬁc
questions to consider in the “Interviewing Potential Advisors”
section later in this ebook.
Relevant experience with other people like you also matters.
The more deeply he or she understands your situation—and
the more diﬀerent circumstances he or she has encountered—
the better advice you’ll get.
For instance, people working in the tech industry often get
stock options as part of compensation…but there are many
diﬀerent kinds, with diﬀerent implications for returns, risk and
taxes. Small business owners also have special needs.

Recommendation:
Find an advisor with a minimum 5 years
of experience. Then ask about the advisor’s
areas of expertise. The common responses are
investments, retirement planning and insurance.
Some advisors do concentrate on such specialties
as real estate, divorce and stock options. Find
an advisor that specializes in your need.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Ethics

Free dinner seminars? Guarantees to beat the market? If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Most advisors are
highly ethical, but incentives aren’t always aligned, hidden fees and commissions do exist, and ﬁnancial fraud does happen.
Remember, there is no free ride. At the end of the day, it’s your money. So do your homework. Here are some tools and
basic steps that you should take to check on ethics and avoid fraudsters:

Do a quick online search. If there is anything in the
public records that will show up.
Use this free tool developed by FINRA to identify if
you are vulnerable to investment fraud.
Check out this Scam Meter from FINRA to see if
the promises being made by your advisor are ‘Too
Good To Be True’ – a clear sign of FRAUD
You can run a background check on the advisor at
http://www.nasd.com/brokercheck

Additional questions you should consider:
Are you a registered representative of any broker/dealer?
And are you a licensed insurance agent with any company
or agency? If so, which one(s)?
Are you a registered investment advisor (RIA)?With the
SEC or the State?
Do you or the firm you work for have any marks against your
compliance record. Can you provide me a copy?

Financial fraud is a real concern. It is important for you to be aware and be
equipped to identify fraud when it happens.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Ethics
Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) or Broker-Dealer: Does it Matter?

What’s the diﬀerence?

Some practical considerations:

RIAs are held to a ‘Fiduciary’ standard which means
that their recommendations have to be in the
‘Best’ interest of the client.

How can I tell when a product
recommendation is ‘best’ vs ‘suitable’?

A Broker-Dealer is held to a ‘Suitability’ standard,
which means that their recommendations have to
be suitable to your needs.

How am I being negatively impacted?

Theoretically, ’Fiduciary’ is a higher standard than
the ‘Suitability’ standard because a suitable
product may not be the best product for you.

Most importantly, what are the
cost implications?
(see the next section on advisor earnings)

Dig deeper to ensure your interests are being served. A good rule of thumb:
Follow the money! Find out how the advisor is paid and align your incentives.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Ethics
RIA or Broker-Dealer:
Which One Should I Pick?

Who is more
Expensive?

Account
Minimums

What do
I need?

What is my
safety net?

There is no right or
wrong answer.

It depends on what your
speciﬁc needs are.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For
RIAs charge an annual recurring fee, typically 1% to 1.25%,
based on the assets that they are managing on your behalf.

Who is more
Expensive?

While the tougher ethical standards (‘suitability’) might
eliminate some conﬂict of interest, it adds to the overall
cost due to additional compliance overhead and legal
liability for advisors.
Broker-Dealer advisors usually are paid by the fund or
insurance companies for selling their products . This isn’t
inherently good or bad, as most funds have a wide range of
acceptable investment options—you just need to know.
The right advisor will be transparent about this.

Selecting an RIA over a Broker-Dealer does not guarantee you safety!
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

Account
Minimums

RIAs usually have a minimum portfolio size,
usually upwards of $250,000, and many
established advisors require at least $1 million.
Broker-Dealer advisors usually do not have
minimums

Selecting an RIA over a Broker-Dealer does not guarantee you safety!
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

What do
I need?

If you are looking for active management of your
portfolio and you want to ensure that most
decisions are to your advantage, then RIAs are a
better choice.
If your needs are more transactional in nature
such as ‘money in motion’ from your 401K rollover
and you are not looking for active portfolio
management, you may be better oﬀ working with
a Broker-Dealer and managing your costs.

Selecting an RIA over a Broker-Dealer does not guarantee you safety!
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For

What is my
safety net?

Most RIA ﬁrms tend to be small practices and
compliance enforcement is their individual
responsibility
Most Broker-Dealer advisors are associated with
larger ﬁrms. These brands have strict
enforcements of compliance regulations

Selecting an RIA over a Broker-Dealer does not guarantee you safety!
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For
Ethics

Quick Questions to Ask Your Advisor?
An educated investor is the best investor. To help
you ﬁnd an advisor who puts your interests ﬁrst,
we’ve listed some speciﬁc questions to ask in the
section called “Interviewing Potential Advisors”.

Here are some quick ones:
Ask questions about advisor’s recommendations and
why they think it is in your best interest.
Ask them where the assets will be held. Make sure that
the assets are with a third-party custodian such as
Fidelity or Schwab.
Any time you hear the keyword ‘Guarantee’, there
should be a BIG RED FLAG.

Do remember,
if it is too good to be
true, it is too good to
be true!
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For
Ethics

How Do Advisors Make Money?
There are fundamentally three different approaches
to advisor compensation:

1

You directly pay the advisor. This arrangement is known as Fee Only model, oﬀered mostly by RIAs, and could
take the following forms:
a) Fee as a percent of AUM (Assets Under Management).
b) An hourly rate for the ﬁnancial advice (usually in the range of $200 to $250 per hour).
c) A one time ﬁxed fee to develop a ﬁnancial plan or any speciﬁc project.
d) A retainer fee (either monthly, quarterly or annual) to provide ﬁnancial advice on an ongoing basis.

on the securities that the advisor sells, usually by a third party such as a mutual funds company or
2 anA commission
insurance company. This is called a ‘Commission’ model and is most common with broker-dealer advisors.
A combination of the two above, whereby the advisor receives compensation in the form of fees from the client
3 and
commission from the third party. This is most commonly called as ‘fee based’ model.

Remember: You will hire monkeys if you pay peanuts.
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Advisor Selection Step 2:

Educate Yourself On What To Look For
Conceptually, you are looking to hire a
personal CFO (chief ﬁnancial oﬃcer). You
don’t want just anybody to manage your
money. Financial advisors should have a deep
understanding of ﬁnancial markets and choices
available to make the right tradeoﬀs between
risk vs. return.
The art of ﬁnancial planning requires strong
analytical skills and experience. And, YES, they
command a premium.

One method of payment isn’t
intrinsically better than another,
but it may be more appropriate for
your needs.
Theoretically, the arrangement where you
directly compensate the advisor removes
most conﬂict of interest. However, as
discussed in the ‘Ethics’ section, commissionbased or fee-based arrangements may work
better for you given your speciﬁc needs.
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Advisor Selection Step 3:

Look in Several Places for Candidates
Where can I look for Qualiﬁed Financial Advisors?

Referrals

Friends, family members or colleagues can
be a good starting point. The challenge is
that what may be good for your neighbour
may not be good for you.
Also, you may be uncomfortable talking
about money matters with others.
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Advisor Selection Step 3:

Look in Several Places for Candidates
Where can I look for Qualiﬁed Financial Advisors?

Yellow Pages

You may be able to ﬁnd advisors in your
local yellow pages.
This can work, but it can also be a hit or
miss proposition where you spend a lot of
time sifting basic information about
candidates—experience, credentials, ethics,
and more.
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Advisor Selection Step 3:

Look in Several Places for Candidates
Where can I look for Qualiﬁed Financial Advisors?

Your Bank
& Other
Professionals

Many banks also provide ﬁnancial advice as
part of their extended oﬀering.
Your local attorney or CPA can also be great
sources. Do ask them if they get a referral
fee from ﬁnancial advisors.
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Advisor Selection Step 3:

Look in Several Places for Candidates
Where can I look for Qualiﬁed Financial Advisors?

Internet

There is a lot of great information on the
internet, but again, it can be overwhelming.
The big brands produce a lot of content—
but its hard to know who is selling products
and who is providing qualiﬁed advice.
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Advisor Selection Step 3:

Look in Several Places for Candidates
Where can I look for Qualiﬁed Financial Advisors?

A Note on
Social Media
& Choosing
Financial
Advisors:

Advisors and consumers are sharing more information on
social media. The trouble is that all this targeting also makes it
one big hunting ground where traps are easy to fall into. While
it is advisable to check out what your friends and family are
recommending, it is always important to understand that each
person’s ﬁnancial planning needs are unique and what works for
one may not work for the other.
This doesn’t mean that you don’t follow the content being shared
by the ﬁnancial advisors or your friends on Facebook. In fact,
following blogs and LinkedIn discussions about ﬁnancial advisories
is a great way to be more informed on consumer opinion about
products, services and companies. However, we would urge you to
think beyond Twitter and LinkedIn recommendations to make
informed decisions on selecting the right ﬁnancial advisor.
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Seven Critical Areas
To Profile a Financial Advisor
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Firm history, proﬁle & experience
Advisor education/credentials
Services provided/client policy
About their investment philosophy
Their compensation & ﬁnances
References and testimonials
Your personal comfort level

“A wise man can
learn more from a
foolish question than
a fool can learn from
a wise answer.”
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Firm History, Proﬁle & Experience

How long have you
been in the business?

How many clients do
you have?

Typically, it’s good to ﬁnd someone who
has at least 5 years of experience and has
been through some market cycles. 7-12
is better.

If you are looking for a full service ﬁrm,
a very long client roster (above 250)
may mean that you would probably get
lost in the crowd.

What sort of resources
do you have?

Have you worked with
other people like me?

Find out if a prospective investment
professional has access to high-quality
research and technical expertise in key
areas, for example, investments, insurance
and estate planning.

You have your own unique ﬁnancial
characteristics: amount of assets, level of
income, stage of life, long-term goals,
tolerance for risk.

In some cases, a ﬁnancial advisor may be
able to bring in added expertise through a
relationship with another professional,
such as an attorney or CPA.

Who is the custodian?
Where would my
money be held?
Make sure that your money is held with a
third party custodian such as Fidelity or
Schwab.

Before you sign up to work with an
investment professional, make sure that
they are comfortable working with
someone like you.
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Advisor education, registrations, credentials and aﬃliations

Are you registered with the SEC,
State, or FINRA?
RIAs are required to be registered with SEC if they have a
book size of over $100 million. Below that they are required
to be registered with the state securities agencies. Broker
Dealer reps are required to be registered with FINRA.

What is your education background?
Tell me about your licenses,
certifications and affiliations .
To learn more about what each license and designation means, visit
our designation page.

See the section on Ethics and Earnings to read more about
RIA and the Broker-Dealer models

Are you a registered representative Do you or the firm you work for have
any marks against your compliance
of any broker/dealer? And are you
a licensed insurance agent with any record. Can you provide me a copy?
company or agency?
Also ask to see the advisor/ﬁrm’s ADV. This document provides
additional disclosures and explains how the ﬁrm operates.

If so, which one(s)?
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Advisor’s Investment Philosophy and Approach

How investment decisions are
made and what drives the decision
to purchase or, more importantly,
sell investments.
Answers such as, "I select from an approved list, or I follow the
research of ____, or "I throw darts at the Wall Street Journal,"
are inappropriate. Words like “my research shows”, are much
better, as you want a qualiﬁed, thinking manager, not a robot.

How do you handle market crashes
and boom periods?
Biggest reason why we work with ﬁnancial advisors is because they
can be detached and not let emotions inﬂuence key investment
decisions. Look for a disciplined approach; that is the only way to
ensure long term success.

Ask to see information reflecting
their past performance history,
risk profile and Sharpe Ratio.

Do you have a proprietary financial
planning model? How often will my
portfolio be rebalanced?

Caution should be taken if this information is not readily available
as it generally separates the professionals from the pretenders.

Typically advisors revaluate or rebalance portfolios quarterly
and/or triggered by a speciﬁc life event.

The Sharpe Ratio is a commonly used measure of investment performance and earnings quality that tells you how well clients have been rewarded for the risk taken (the higher the number, the better). Risk proﬁle is helpful for understanding one investmen t manager’s
strategy from another low, moderate or high risk. This will prove valuable in making sure you get the kind of investment help that best meets your expectations. However, be advised! The numbers will have little meaning for you until you have compared th is information
against other benchmarks. Morningstar, Inc. instructs that a Sharpe Ratio of over 1.0 is "pretty good" and outstanding manag ers achieve something over 2.0. Also, Investopedia.com reﬂects that: The Sharpe ratio tells us whether the returns of a portfol io are because of
smart investment decisions or a result of excess risk.
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Advisor Compensation and Earnings
(See the section on Earnings for additional information)

What is your minimum fee?
Will there be any hidden
charges on the investments I
make?
Examples may include transaction costs, “administrative
fees”, or referral fees. You want someone who is
completely transparent.

What do I get for the cost?
You’ll want to know if they’ll give you a written ﬁnancial
plan, investment advice, or will actually manage your
portfolio actively for you.

Do you get paid to recommend
specific products?
It’s not uncommon. While many people prefer having an
advisor that can recommend any product in the market
without worrying about biases, advisors are commonly
aﬃliated with institutions, and since there are many similar
products out there, this isn’t inherently bad as long as the
advisor is transparent so you can make a judgement about
whether its right for you.

Do you have minimums for assets,
account size or annual fees paid?
You do not want to be one of their small clients; they may not pay
enough attention to you. On the other hand, if you are one of
their biggest clients, they may not have the experience to meet
your needs.

If I decide to end our relationship,
what are the terms? Is there a fee?
You don’t want one, but if there is one, it should be small.
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Services Provided/Client Policy

What services do you cover as
part of the financial planning
process?

Will you provide a thorough
written analysis of my financial
situation and recommendations?

Who do you have on your team to
cover specialized areas such as
Wills, Estates, Taxes, etc.?

Can I see an example?
You want to assess how much time do they spend gathering
your data and goals before giving you an analysis. I.e. is it a
cookie-cutter plan or can you tell there is a level of
customization?

Can you only recommend a
limited number of products or
services to me? If so, why?
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Services Provided/Client Policy

Do you provide a plan only, or will you
implement it too? Please describe.
Pay attention to your advisor’s responses. Do they just talk about
products or do they talk about service and follow up as well.

What kind of control will you get over
my assets?
Some advisors will make recommendations but you can approve each
trade. Others will manage the portfolio on your behalf. You will want to
understand the limits on what they can and can’t do.

What will be the format of
the reports that you
generate on my portfolio?
Can you share an example?
How often are these sent?
You want to see something you understand and can
review together

Will I be consulted before each
investment decision is made in
my portfolio?
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Services Provided/Client Policy

How often will we meet to
review my portfolio?
Will you accept e-mails from
me with suggestions and
recommendations?

If you aren’t available, is there
someone else you work with who
will be familiar with my situation?
Find these things out as soon as possible. Remember, you’re
entrusting this person with your ﬁnancial future, so you have a
right to expect open, honest and frequent communication.

Am I free to contact you at
any time?
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
References and Testimonials

Any successful planning and investment
professional will be able to give you the names of
three clients that you can contact.
Ask for references from two outside professional,
such as CPAs or attorneys. This will show that he or
she is respected by his/her peers.
Many people ask for referrals, but do not actually
follow-up and contact them. Make sure to do so,
as you can never learn too much about the person
you will be trusting to help you make your major
ﬁnancial decisions. Here are some questions you
can ask when calling up the references provided to
you by the advisor.

How long have you worked with the
advisor?
Have you been satisfied with the service
that the financial advisor provides?
How often do you hear from the
advisor? Who initiates calls and what
are most calls about?
Does the advisor respond to your
questions and your calls?
Has anything about your relationship
surprised you or disappointed you?
What do you think the advisor does
best? Worst?
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Advisor Selection Step 4:

Interview Potential Advisors
Your Personal Comfort Level

When do you plan to retire and
what happens then?

Do they plan on staying in the business or do they
have plans to retire and transition the business to
someone else? How old will they be when you are 55
and starting to consider retirement yourself?

What do you think is your biggest
strength?

Are you comfortable speaking with
them and telling them your life story?
It’s these intangibles that many times cement
the relationship and graduate to a level where
the advisor can ask you some very tough
questions, and push you to make choices that
may be painful for now but reward you in the
long term.

What are your weaknesses?

A simple straightforward answer is always better than
long complicated statements.
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Advisor Selection Step 5:

Evaluate Advisors

3

Key Questions That Warren Buﬀet Asks
Before Investing In Any Company

Do I like them?
Do I trust them?
Do I respect them?

Make Sure you feel comfortable with the advisor,
both professionally and personally.
Evaluating advisors is both, art and science. You have to
objectively evaluate each advisor against your stated goals and
objectives. Each one of us is unique and have diﬀerent ﬁnancial
goals. Assess if the advisors can do the job? What makes them
qualiﬁed to be your personal CFO? Qualiﬁed advisors understand
the importance of goal setting and make that as a building block
of their holistic ﬁnancial planning process. Did you hear
something like that when you were interviewing the advisor?

Do I want to
Work With Them?
Trust
Personality
Longevity
Mutual interest

You should listen to your heart and mind. This is diﬀerent from stock
picking or hiring a money manager. A ﬁnancial advisor should be able
to relate to your life stage and understand the essence of ‘money’ in
your life. Just like we evaluate a candidate in the corporate world for
‘cultural ﬁt’, ask yourself if you want to work with him.
How comfortable are you (and your better half) in discussing your personal and
ﬁnancial issues with him? Would you trust his/her guidance? Would the advisor have
enough time to invest in your ﬁnancial well being?

Can They Do
The Job?
Ability
Experience
Resources
Organization
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Conclusion
Your money is your money. Do
the homework.
Too many people assume that if they are not going to manage
their own investments, then they do not need to know anything
about investments.
After all, they are going to have a "professional" doing it for them.
Today's investor must realize that many of the "professionals" that
manage other people's investments are simply salesmen that are
very good at meeting their quota and not experts at investing
money successfully for their clients. In the last few years, many
investors have lost large sums of money for failing to hire the
appropriate ﬁnancial advisor.
Whether your needs are transactional or you need ongoing
services, your involvement is critical to meeting your desired
goals. Preparing and asking the right questions is a great starting
point. But we would strongly recommend secondary reference
checks and performance evaluation on an ongoing basis.

Additional Resources

• SEC (www.sec.gov/investor.shtml)
• FINRA (www.ﬁnra.org/Investors/index.htm)
• CFP Board (www.letsmakeaplan.org)
• NAPFA (www.napfa.org)
• FPA (www.fpanet.org))

Find an Advisor

• WiserAdvisor.com

(www.wiseradvisor.com)

Tools and Calculators
•
•
•
•

Retirement Planning (www.retirementplanni ng.net/tools)
FINRA (www.ﬁnra.org/Investors/ToolsCalculators/index.htm)
SEC (http://www.sec.gov/investor/tools.shtml)
CALCXML (http://calcxml.com/english.htm#investment)

“Trust But Verify”
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1-866-638-5323
w w w.wiseradvisor.com
support@wiseradvisor.com

About WiserAdvisor

WiserAdvisor is a trusted source for unbiased
information on personal ﬁnance, since 1998. We
realize that our users belong to a select group that
prefers to take control and make informed decisions.
To give our users choice, we have built the largest
independent network of ﬁnancial advisors. We are
not aﬃliated with any speciﬁc brand and are truly
independent. Additionally, each advisor in our
network has to meet our strict quality standards.

Love this guide?
Share it!
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